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Introduction 

Today’s fast-paced, always-on business environment waits for no one. As organizations must continually innovate and 

evolve to remain relevant, they often heavily rely on their IT infrastructure to achieve a competitive edge. With nearly 

every IT vendor proclaiming simplicity and ease of use, it has become increasingly difficult for organizations to cut through 

the noise. Regardless of the industry marketing claims, many businesses still think of IT as complex due to the sheer 

number of infrastructure components and applications—all of which need to be managed, maintained, and supported. 

This is especially true in legacy data centers with compute, storage, networking (SAN and LAN), and virtualization 

technology, all of which could potentially stem from different vendors on different lifecycles with different support centers. 

As a result, it’s no wonder that, when asked how complex their organization’s IT environment is now relative to two years 

ago, 21% of IT professionals said it is significantly more complex, while nearly one-half (47%) said it is more complex, and 

more than one-quarter (27%) said it was equally complex.1  

Production Business Applications Are Proliferating  

Given a diverse mix of modern and legacy systems, siloed applications and tools, and often less-than-adequate means of 

communication across IT groups, effectively managing and protecting the data center with any measure of efficiency can 

be difficult, if not impossible. Finding the time or resources to work on value-added initiatives is even more daunting. 

Based on ESG research, when asked about the number of production business applications deployed worldwide, 23% of 

organizations cited fewer than 100 applications, while 21% said 100 to 249 applications, and one-fifth (20%) said 250 to 

499, with 14% citing 500 to 999 and another 14% citing 1,000 to 2,499.2 There has never been a greater need to address 

not just application sprawl, but the underlying infrastructure sprawl, too. Current technologies are simply unable to meet 

the on-demand needs of the business. 

HCI: Streamlining Operations, Reducing Costs   

With that in mind, it’s apparent that organizations are constantly looking for ways to streamline their on-premises 

infrastructure and operations while cutting costs. A viable way to accomplish this is by shifting to hyperconverged 

infrastructure (HCI), which can deliver the much-needed simplicity, scalability, and agility to turn IT into an automated, 

operationally-efficient center of excellence. ESG research shows that when organizations were asked about the specific 

areas where they could significantly streamline or reduce costs, more than one-third (37%) answered storage 

infrastructure, while nearly one-third (32%) answered networking infrastructure, and 31% said data center operations 

(e.g., real estate, power, and cooling) (see Figure 1).3 

 

                                                           
1 Source: ESG Research Report, 2018 IT Spending Intentions Survey, February 2018. 
2 Source: ESG Master Survey Results, 2018 IT Spending Intentions Survey, December 2017. 
3 Source: ESG Research Report, 2018 IT Spending Intentions Survey, February 2018. 

https://www.esg-global.com/research/esg-research-report-2018-it-spending-intentions-survey
https://research.esg-global.com/reportaction/2018ITSpendingIntentions/Toc
https://www.esg-global.com/research/esg-research-report-2018-it-spending-intentions-survey
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Figure 1. Streamlining On-premises Infrastructure and Operations  

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 

HCI systems help streamline operations by combining storage, servers, and virtualization into a single virtualized entity. 

With HCI, enterprises can scale out workloads, managing them through a single interface; easily scale resources based on 

workload demand; simplify management; and reduce IT involvement in routine tasks. HCI also can assist remote/branch 

offices (ROBOs) since it can shrink compute and storage footprints into a consumable server or rack unit, saving space and 

power, and helping to lower capital and operational expenditures. 

Today, workloads deployed on HCI are split between net-new and migrated applications. According to ESG research, when 

asked about the impact HCI has had on their existing on-premises infrastructure, half (50%) of organizations surveyed said 

they’ve only deployed HCI to support net-new applications/workloads, while 43% said HCI has only been deployed to 

support existing workloads/applications. In addition, while early adopters have focused on tier-2 applications, many 

organizations have gained the confidence to deploy multiple applications in a single cluster in addition to deploying tier-1 

or mission-critical applications. In fact, ESG research shows that more than one-third (37%) of organizations run 21-30% of 

their production applications/workloads on HCI today, while 22% of organizations run 10-20% on HCI, and one fifth (20%) 

run 31-40% on HCI.4  

While many organizations have already taken the HCI route, what about those considering the purchase of a new HCI 

solution? What is important to them? Based on ESG research, top “must have” features cited by mid-market and 

enterprise-class organizations include scalable systems management, built-in data protection, and the ability to scale up 

and out (see Figure 2).5 These features boil down to a list of essential needs of a modern business—performance, 

reliability, security, and intelligent automation.  

 

                                                           
4 Source: ESG Master Survey Results, Converged and Hyperconverged Infrastructure Trends, October 2017.   
5 ibid. 
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https://www.esg-global.com/research/esg-master-survey-results-converged-and-hyperconverged-infrastructure-trends
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Figure 2.  “Must Have” Hyperconverged Technology Features   

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 

Rapidly Build Simple, Reliable HCI Architectures with ThinkAgile 

It’s no secret that the IT infrastructure of a traditional organization is generally complex, can be costly to maintain, and 

becomes increasingly difficult to manage. Multiple generations of servers, operating systems, hypervisors, and storage 

devices can require IT to spend most, if not all, of their time on maintenance rather than engaging in tasks to help grow the 

business.  

To that end, the Lenovo ThinkAgile HX Series with Nutanix helps disrupt IT data center siloes, while reducing the complexity 

(and costs) of server, storage, and virtualization. Lenovo, an international technology company, and Nutanix, a leader in 

hyperconverged infrastructure software, have teamed up to offer a turnkey, hyperconverged system comprising Lenovo 

server platforms powered by Intel Xeon processors with preloaded Nutanix software—Lenovo’s ThinkAgile HX Series. 

Offering deployment and management simplicity, the HX Series offers several models customized for an organization’s 

specific workload needs as well as white glove Lenovo professional services and single point support. 
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With 85% faster application deployment than traditional deployment,6 and in concert with Lenovo XClarity Integrator for 

Nutanix, the ThinkAgile platform can provide tight integration with Nutanix Prism resource management. This automates 

HX node discovery, scalability, authentication, monitoring, and IT alerts, while also offering event management and 

ongoing status updates for system health, warranty, and inventory. 

The ThinkAgile HX Series offers organizations scalable node or full rack solutions, flexible configuration options for 

workload optimization—including a wide variety of Intel Xeon processors—and Lenovo Deployment Services plus 

ThinkAgile Advantage Single Point of Support. In addition, the ThinkAgile HX Series leverages the high reliability of Lenovo 

platforms.  

Lenovo continues to be a market leader in x86 server reliability by delivering some of the highest levels of uptime/reliability 

among x86-based systems. This level of market leadership extends to the customer, with Lenovo serving as a market leader 

in customer satisfaction as well. 

Digital Transformation Journey with ThinkAgile HX 

Lenovo ThinkAgile HX platforms are built with the modern organization in mind–-especially those looking to digitally 

transform through infrastructure modernization. The foundation of Lenovo’s vision encompasses key principles, features, 

and functionality associated with performance, workloads, reliability, security, automation, integration, and services.  

Accelerate Workload Performance 

Lenovo and Nutanix power a variety of workloads for the enterprise──from traditional tier-2 applications such as virtual 

desktops, remote and branch offices (ROBOs), messaging, collaboration, and unified communications to mission- and 

business-critical tier-1 applications such as databases that serve as the lifeline of the business. This is accomplished 

through various options including the HX2000 and HX1000 series for smaller deployments and ROBOs, the HX3000 series 

for compute-heavy applications, the HX5000 series for storage-heavy workloads, and the HX7000 for all encompassing 

high-performance environments. 

Lenovo’s new mission-critical ThinkAgile HX7820 series takes high performance to the next level, enabling organizations to 

confidently run tier-1 workloads that require extreme performance, such as in-memory databases, blockchain, real-time 

analytics, risk simulations, high-speed trading, and SAP HANA.7 Built on the mission-critical Lenovo ThinkSystem SR950, this 

appliance offers organizations a viable means to leverage the advantages of the Lenovo four-socket platforms’ world-

record performance and rock-solid reliability, while reducing total cost of ownership and maximizing data center 

efficiencies by migrating to ThinkAgile HX hyperconverged clusters. While the vendor’s two-socket servers form the reliable 

foundation of several Lenovo HX appliances, Lenovo’s four-socket servers provide the extreme performance necessary for 

running mission-critical and tier-1 workloads requiring high compute capabilities and memory/processor scalability.  

With ThinkAgile HX Series, Lenovo offers several workload-specific platforms optimized and validated for client 

virtualization with CAD, SAP, and Microsoft business applications that include flash/hybrid, NVMe, GPU, and 10-100Gbps 

NIC options to address an organization’s unique needs. Organizations benefit from increased storage capacity via larger 

capacity SSDs and HDDs, higher drive counts, and NVMe support. To improve agility, Lenovo offers all-flash storage across 

all models, M.2 boot drive (RAID 1), and altered memory sweet spots (six memory lanes per socket). Better efficiency 

means increased networking support (25/50/100GbE and 40GbE) as well as increased performance and improved power 

efficiency. 

                                                           
6 Source: ESG Economic Value Validation, Quantifying the Value of Simplified IT Infrastructure with Lenovo ThinkAgile HX Appliances, January 2018.  
7 General availability is currently scheduled for Q4 2018. 

https://cloud.kapostcontent.net/pub/968b4cfa-9e30-4a81-9ac0-0dae9fcf54bd/quantifying-the-value-of-simplified-it-infrastructure-with-lenovo-converged-hx-series-appliances-1.pdf??kui=krWcdxqS6iAQ9CcF_d4jzQ
https://cloud.kapostcontent.net/pub/968b4cfa-9e30-4a81-9ac0-0dae9fcf54bd/quantifying-the-value-of-simplified-it-infrastructure-with-lenovo-converged-hx-series-appliances-1.pdf??kui=krWcdxqS6iAQ9CcF_d4jzQ
https://cloud.kapostcontent.net/pub/968b4cfa-9e30-4a81-9ac0-0dae9fcf54bd/quantifying-the-value-of-simplified-it-infrastructure-with-lenovo-converged-hx-series-appliances-1.pdf??kui=krWcdxqS6iAQ9CcF_d4jzQ
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Additionally, Lenovo platforms have validated performance results from publicly available benchmarks, which rate them as 

number one for accelerating a variety of workloads. As such, Lenovo currently holds 98 world records for performance 

benchmarks in the following areas:   

• Transaction processing (TPC-E). 

• Virtualization (SPECvirt). 

• Compute (SPECcpu). 

• Business intelligence and decision support (TPC-H). 

• Data analytics (STAC-M3). 

• Web (SPECjbb). 

• High performance computing (SPECmpi). 

• Storage price/performance (SPC-1). 

Increase Uptime                                         

Lenovo x86 servers serve as some of the most reliable in the industry, achieving five nines or 99.999% reliability among 

mainstream server hardware platforms.8 Additionally, through Lenovo XClarity Integrator for Nutanix, organizations can 

increase uptime, automate Lenovo server discovery and authentication, and help simplify routine system administration 

management. Lenovo Proactive Alerts go beyond industry standards by using sophisticated, patented advanced algorithms 

to prevent downtime—including live PCI error recovery, memory 

error correction, and drive alerting—by detecting failures before 

they occur. With Lenovo’s predictive failure analysis, which 

proactively monitors a comprehensive set of system components, 

including memory, CPU, drives, fans, power supplies, and voltage, 

XClarity can notify IT administrators of potential issues (allowing 

them to migrate workloads, or replace defective parts before they 

can affect productivity) and reduce risk of error with integration 

into other management automation stacks. 

Additionally, a built-in Lenovo light path diagnostics panel illuminates failing components in a chassis through LEDs, 

enabling IT administrators to quickly and, in some cases, automatically locate these parts by triggering the alerts, several of 

which are anchored in Lenovo intellectual property.  

Protect Data from the Ground Up 

There is no doubt the threat landscape is evolving. Organizations can experience legacy infrastructure and supplier 

vulnerabilities as well as industry tooling defects in x86 security test tools. Attacks on applications can disable security 

products, control applications, and steal data. Malware can hide deep in operating systems, invisible to security and 

authorized users. When virtual machines are compromised, bad actors can access guest environments and data, while 

more creative attacks may be embedded in firmware or hardware below the operating system or virtual machine—evading 

discovery, misdirecting higher layers, and posing potential risk on many levels.   

While the data center must be protected at all costs, traditionally it has only been protected by firewalls. Today, 

organizations must ensure their data center hardware is sufficiently protected from a wide variety of covert threats, which 

is why Lenovo employs a number of secure processes to build a secure infrastructure from the ground up. The vendor’s 

                                                           
8 Source: ITIC 2017-2018 Global Server Hardware, Server OS Reliability Report, December 2017.  https://cloud.kapostcontent.net/pub/3dee045e-
4b09-48e3-9077-8b126a9f2093/itic-2017-2018-global-server-hardware-server-os-reliability-report.pdf?kui=E2mHO3mgyvTuSgumkzvevA 

“The Lenovo-Nutanix solution delivers the 
high levels of reliability and performance 
we need to keep client services running 
seamlessly – freeing them to focus on 
running their businesses.” 

PartnerIT 

“The durability of the Lenovo hardware 
means we can offer highly reliable, 
high-availability services that keep 
clients’ environments running around 
the clock.” 

Client Solutions Architect, I/OVision 
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standing as an industry leader is due, in large part, to its transparency, consistent focus on comprehensive business 

processes, product design methodologies, and maintenance of a trusted supply chain. 

Lenovo’s foundational security approach includes: 

• Stringent audits. The company boasts comprehensive Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CIFIUS) 

approval and audit processes, with signing and storing code in the U.S.  

• Built-in, industry-leading security standards (from NIST to the Trusted Computing Group). Lenovo’s Trusted Platform 

Assurance protects compute nodes and systems management infrastructure and secures both the hardware and 

firmware. 

• A trusted supply chain. Using only trustworthy and reliable suppliers, Lenovo performs quarterly assessments on its 

suppliers.  

Lenovo has passed the CIFIUS NSA process five times from 2005 to 2014 for stringent reviews of supply chain and the 

protection of customer secure data. Lenovo has also held a General Services Administration (GSA) schedule for nine years, 

supplying trade-compliant products that have passed 100% of audits with zero infractions, and selling more than $1 billion 

in IT hardware to the U.S. Federal Government. 

Reduce Maintenance and Simplify Management through Automation 

Lenovo’s status as an industry leader has been enhanced via 

partnering with other industry leaders, enabling Lenovo to offer a 

wider range of products to its customers to meet their changing 

needs. Teaming up with Nutanix is an example of what comes from 

a tight collaboration with another well-respected industry leader. 

Lenovo integrates with Nutanix on multiple fronts to power HCI 

environments: Lenovo XClarity Integrator for Nutanix, ThinkAgile 

Network Orchestrator, Nutanix Prism Management Services, 

Nutanix Acropolis Data Services, and Nutanix Calm Integration. With ThinkAgile software for HX, organizations benefit from 

simplified administration with a unified view of system hardware resources and VMs/clusters. 

Lenovo XClarity is Lenovo’s foundational software for data centers, providing the management features of Lenovo 

XClarity Administrator with Nutanix Prism (the Nutanix management solution for virtualized data centers) to provide 

proactive platform alerts (health monitoring, event management, warranty, and inventory data) and integrated service and 

support.  

Lenovo ThinkAgile Network Orchestrator can assist IT with simplifying VM administration, reducing operational 

expenses and human error, and increasing uptime. Lenovo ThinkAgile Orchestrator integrates Nutanix Prism with Lenovo 

Ethernet switches, bringing virtual machine workflow automation to data centers by automating switch configuration in 

response to network fluctuations—leading to increased uptime, security, and efficiency.  

ThinkAgile Network Orchestrator offers scalability across VMs, VLANs, and switches. The solution communicates with Prism 

Manager to learn when VM changes occur, automatically updating switch configurations as well as automatically migrating 

VM policies, eliminating scheduled maintenance and user intervention. Network Orchestrator can discover topology, find 

virtual changes, and dynamically configure VLANs. 

“Nutanix on Lenovo has the single pane 
of glass that allows me to monitor and 
manage our entire virtual infrastructure, 
with one-click updates across the 
globe.” 

Senior Systems Engineer, Callaway Golf 
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ThinkAgile Network Orchestrator on Lenovo CNOS switches can help organizations by providing increased uptime, 

predictability, automation, and security. Lenovo CNOS switches offer the following: 

• Cloud scale and speed for hybrid data centers and 

service providers. 

• Centralization with Open Network Installation 

Environment (ONIE). 

• Standards-based protocols and API-drive 

programmability. 

• Switch telemetry for advanced analytics. 

 

Nutanix Prism serves as a unified management tool for virtualized data centers (used in Nutanix Enterprise Cloud 

appliances) and enables the automation of common workflows—allowing IT to use a single management solution across 

data center operations rather than expending valuable time and resources using several solutions. By leveraging machine 

learning technology that helps to automate the analysis of system data, Prism offers IT organizations actionable insights to 

improve virtualization and infrastructure management.    

Nutanix Acropolis is a turnkey, hyperconverged software solution that powers an organization’s virtualized infrastructure. 

The solution offers choice of hypervisor and leverages highly distributed enterprise-grade software-defined storage with 

automated data tiering to ensure multiple workloads can easily be consolidated into one place. Combined with 

comprehensive networking services, enterprise-proven data protection and security, and disaster recovery, organizations 

achieve faster deployments, improved agility, increased productivity, and cost efficiency with single-click management in 

Prism. 

Nutanix Calm offers an efficient way for organizations to streamline operations by providing lifecycle management and 

application automation for the Nutanix hyperconverged platform and public clouds. Organizations can increase agility by 

automating routine operations (i.e., application provisioning, scaling, and management) across both public and private 

cloud environments, without the time and expense of introducing other solutions into their existing infrastructure. 

Because Calm includes the Nutanix marketplace, IT can easily choose and deploy preconfigured blueprints—assisting in 

streamlining the application provisioning process, scaling multitiered 

and distributed applications. 

Tight integrations between Lenovo XClarity, Prism Central, and Calm are 

apparent as organizations can easily install XClarity Integrator for 

Nutanix from Nutanix’s Calm Marketplace, enabling automatic node 

discovery and authentication. Based on a demo, ESG observed the 

power of Nutanix multi-cloud orchestration with Calm by deploying a 

LAMP stack to two separate clouds: a private cloud built on ThinkAgile 

HX and the AWS public cloud. Both deployments completed in minutes, 

and the deployment steps could easily be monitored directly in the Prism user interface. 

Nutanix InstantOn for Citrix Cloud highlights how Nutanix and Lenovo have teamed up to offer a turnkey, integrated 

hybrid cloud service that can help organizations reduce IT complexity by streamlining and accelerating virtual application 

and virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) deployments. The solution assists in reducing IT complexity and improving 

performance and offers the convenience of deploying and running workloads either on-premises or in the cloud.  

“We love the fact everything’s all rolled up in 
one solution: compute resources, software, 
and networking. And everything’s under one 
warranty, with a single point of contact for 
support and maintenance.” 

IT Director, Alamos Gold 

“The Lenovo HX Series solution 
meets all of our architecture 
principles in terms of availability, 
reliability, serviceability and 
scalability–more so than any other 
platform we’ve ever used before.” 

Heartland Jiffy Lube 
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A Seamless, End-to-end Experience    

Lenovo offers a variety of services to ensure the specific needs of customers are met, reducing the need for specialized IT 

personnel, while providing a single point of contact. 

Lenovo ThinkAgile Advantage Services and Support provide a complete portfolio of services that support an 

organization’s Lenovo assets from initial IT planning through data migrations to end of life, including budgeting IT 

expenses, supporting the infrastructure, delivering improved service level agreements, and generating a better overall end-

user experience. The hands-on approach across every phase of support provides organizations peace of mind knowing 

their solution is properly deployed, regularly monitored, and optimized. 

Lenovo provides assessment workshops and TCO analysis to properly align organizations with the right solution as well as a 

proof-of-concept lab to ensure the solution will meet production environment demands. Through Lenovo factory 

installation services, organizations gain faster deployment times, while Lenovo’s deployment service experts manage 

physical server, storage, and networking hardware installations. Traditional, ongoing support is provided through Lenovo’s 

Single Point of Support, which includes enterprise server software support, YourDrive YourData, warranty upgrades and 

extensions, and post-warranty services. Organizations can leverage Lenovo services to ensure optimal system health and 

performance, while end-of-life support is provided through asset recovery services. 

The Bigger Truth 

As organizations continue to look for ways to meet the real-time, dynamic needs of the business, they prioritize technology 

that promotes operational efficiency and agility. With 87% of existing HCI adopters recognizing that the technology has 

made their organizations more agile, the next wave of adoption is underway.9 It is no longer just about consolidation of a 

single tier-2 workload. It’s about leveraging an enterprise-grade platform that supports multiple needs of the business—

supporting mission-critical workloads and delivering high levels of performance, autonomous management, and reliability 

to ensure infrastructure uptime, with purpose-built security to protect customer data. 

With Lenovo ThinkAgile HX and Nutanix, organizations can gain a partnership anchored in customer-recognized 

performance, reliability, and satisfaction. By offering solutions that enable ultimate deployment and consumption 

flexibility, whether as a preconfigured appliance or a turnkey application-specific solution, organizations are ensured the 

right solution for their specific requirements. Coupled with the deep levels of co-innovation and integration with Nutanix, 

from XClarity Integrator for Nutanix and ThinkAgile Network Orchestrator to ThinkAgile HX multi-cloud orchestration with 

Nutanix Calm, organizations can confidently deploy mission-critical applications and gain peace of mind knowing their 

infrastructure can be managed effortlessly. 

 

 

 

                                                           
9 Source: ESG Master Survey Results, Converged and Hyperconverged Infrastructure Trends, October 2017.   

https://research.esg-global.com/reportaction/convergedhyperconvergedtrends/Toc
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